
Reusable Name Tags 
Remix Plastic  

 

 

 

Product Description  
 
All too often at events we are given sticker name labels - they are destined for landfill, along with 
the backing. We have created these reusable name tags so that you don't have to use stickers 
again.  

Ways to use them: 

1. purchase one and put your name on it in permanent marker, take with you in your bag or 
wallet and pull out when you get offered a sticker tag at meetings, workshops or events. 

2. if your workplace often holds meetings and workshops that require name tags, buy a bulk 
lot and get attendees to write names on them in whiteboard marker. At the end just wipe 
them clean for the next group.  

3. include them in gift bags for guests to take away with them. They can then use them in 
their day to day work. 

Badges with pins, dimensions: 58mm x 58mm. Orders over 10 come with a flier (see below)  



Why Reusables? 
 
Plastic is an incredibly useful material; it is 
water resistant and lightweight; it can be 
used for almost anything. The problem is 
the way we use it. SINGLE USE is the 
problem. Creating something from a 
durable material with the intention of only 
using it once is a massive design flaw.  

So, let’s redesign this. We can redesign the 
system that requires single use items. By 
working towards a circular economy, we 
can aim to keep resources and materials in 
use for longer. This is where reuse comes 
in. 

 

Key Points 
 

- A reusable alternative to single use name tags. 
- Provides a sustainability conversation starter.  
- Communicates your events sustainability efforts in a tangible way to attendees. 
- Inclusive with two variants available: ‘Kia ora, Ko......... tōku ingoa’ and ‘Kia ora my 

name is with pronoun.’ 
- Made in New Zealand  
- White board markers diverted from landfill available on request.  
- Below flier available for download or printed on request.  

 

Bulk Pricing 
 

Number of Name Tags Cost per piece (GST inc) Total Cost (GST inc) 

1 $5.00 $5.00 

5 $4.60 $23.00 

10 $4.40 $44.00 

30 $4.10 $123.00 

50+ $3.70 $185.00+ 
 



 


